Abstract-Interactive training is a technique that allows humans to guide a learning algorithm. This technique is well suited to training first person shooter bots as it allows game designers to iterate a range of behaviors in real-time. This paper investigates an initial attempt at allowing users to interact with the learning process of a reinforcement learning algorithm to create first person shooter bot behaviors. The results clearly show that it is possible to create different types of bot behaviors using the developed interactive training tool.
I. INTRODUCTION
The majority of research in academic game artificial intelligence (AI) focuses on creating new and interesting behaviors from different techniques such as machine learning or psychological inspired fields [1] [4] . Many of these techniques remove the game designers from the process, such as neural networks (NN) or genetic algorithms (GA), in that the AI is automatically created without direction from a human. Besides removing designers from the core loop of game development, many machine learning techniques suffer from issues such as uncontrolled learning and it can be hard to explain their actions (black-box models). The learnt behaviors can be controlled by changing the parameter values of the learning techniques; however suitable parameter values to use are not always obvious [3] . Commercial computer games, in particular first person shooters (FPS) require the behaviors of their AIs to be repeatable and fine tuned by designers.
Interactive training is a technique which allows a user to interact with an underlying learning algorithm so that they can guide the outcome of the training. Game AI is well suited to interactive training as game designers want to have control over the final behaviors. A number of advantages exist in using interactive training during the game development process such as iteration time being sped up, designers are able to see in real time the behaviors of the bots being performed, and modular behaviors can be reused for different types of bots, therefore reducing programming and bug fixing time.
The aim of this paper is to describe the development of an interactive training tool that allows users to direct the learning of an FPS bot. The underlying algorithm used for the interactive trainer is reinforcement learning (RL) due to its success in previous work for creating FPS bots [3] . An experiment will be performed investigating whether the M. McPartland is with the University of Queensland, St Lucia, Australia (61-2-61661711; fax: 61-7-33654999; e-mail: michelle@itee.uq.edu.au).
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developed training tool can be used to create two different types of bots, one a combat focused bot, the second a ranged combat and item collecting bot. These two interactively trained reinforcement learning (ITRL) bots will be compared with a bot trained automatically using RL.
A purpose built game was used for this research instead of a commercial game engine as full control was needed over the update loop of the game, the user interface, the player input and the screen transitions.
This paper is organized as follows. In the following section, an overview of research into RL and FPS games will be given, followed by a review of interactive training in the literature. Section III will describe the game test environment, the user interface and the interactive training algorithm. Section IV will describe the different bot AI setups that will be used in the experiment. Section V will display the statistical results of the experiments. Section VI provides a discussion about the use of the interactive training tool and the bots created using it. The last section concludes the paper with possible future work.
II. BACKGROUND
RL is a popular machine learning technique where an agent learns how to interact with its environment over time. The environment is defined by a set of states, and the agent can perform a set of actions within this space. The agent builds up a mapping of which action to perform through a trial and error approach where the environment gives feedback on the action through a reward.
Over the past decade there has been an increasing amount of research into RL in games, and in particular the FPS genre. RL using NNs as the function approximator was applied to train bots to move in the game Quake III [4] . The authors found this to be a difficult task; however the results showed an improvement in the bot's behavior over the hard coded AI. Due to using NNs, the authors found a need for a very long training time of more than 100,000 to 200,000 kills per game. Other researchers successfully used RL in an FPS game to learn the high level actions for bots playing a capture the flag style game [5] . The policy size was 32, with only 12 of those states being valid, so the learning space was very small.
Research into using RL to learn winning policies in a team FPS game was presented in [6] . The problem model was directing a team player to move to certain strategic locations in a Domination team game. Each player's actions were hard coded, only the specified areas on the map where the team players should go were learnt. A confined set of three locations were used in the experiments which reduced
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Michelle McPartland and Marcus Gallagher, Member, IEEE the state space considerably. The complexity of the state space was thus reduced to 27 combinations. Reducing the state space enabled the algorithm to develop a winning policy that produced team coordination similar to human teams. These results demonstrate how RL can be applied to the FPS genre. An extension to this research is seen in other work [7] . The authors also use RL to learn the commander decision process (i.e., troop distribution) in an Unreal Tournament domination style game. The differences in [7] are that they extended the Q-Learning algorithm taking into account the opponent's action and they also setup the action representation differently. Their recorded results showed that their method was able to learn over time and eventually beat the hard coded team strategies.
Previous work has been performed in using RL for learning individual bot behaviors in an FPS style environment [3] [8] . Both of these research papers show that RL can successfully be used to learn navigation, item collection and combat behaviors. Patel et al [8] used a simplified FPS test bed, where the map was broken into square areas, and each area represented one of the states, along with visibility data and a set of plans which denoted a pre-calculated path through the areas. The actions of the bots were to ignore an enemy or to fire at the enemy. The research investigated using RL to learn how to fight, to plant a bomb in a certain area, and learning for deployment. The second objective looked at learning the same combat behaviors but only rewarding the end action of planting a bomb. The results showed that the bots were successfully able to learn combat with just the end reward being given. The last point of investigation looked at increasing the number of states by increasing the number of areas used in the experiment. In other words, the map was broken into more areas. The values for the states per area from the first experiment were bootstrapped into the areas broken down. The results showed that the end fitness function did not differ depending on whether values were bootstrapped or not, however it did show that the initial learning curve was higher and stayed consistently high during the course of training.
Little research has been performed in interactive training for synthetic characters. Work has been performed using RL with human teachers [9] . The study involved an artificial character who lived in a virtual kitchen and the task was making a cake. Q-learning was used but adapted so that humans could interact with the training by giving rewards for the last action performed by the agent. The reward was a scalar value between -1 and 1 that was visually represented with a sliding bar. Results showed that humans wanted to guide the actions of the agent, not just reward for past actions. Training using guidance as well as rewards is seen in work on interactive training with luring an artificial dog into new positions [10] . When a trainer offered guidance, the action selection algorithm uses this information to influence the next chosen action. For example, if the trainer selected the bowl object, then the action selection algorithm would randomly choose an action associated with the bowl. This research indicates that RL algorithms can be used with human interaction in some problem domains, and also that guidance decreases the learning time and search space.
III. METHOD

A. Interactive Training Algorithm
The ITRL algorithm used in this paper is loosely based on the work on interactive synthetic dog [10] and human training [9] . Table 1 details the interactive algorithm using the Sarsa(λ) algorithm as presented in [11] . Sarsa(λ) was used due to its success in previous research [3] and other related RL in game AI research [1] [12] . Repeat for each update step t in the game 5:
g ← guidance object 6:
If guidance received then 7:
a ← g 8:
a ← action select a from policy, Q, using ε-greedy selection 10:
End if 11:
Execute a 12:
hr ← user reward or penalty 13:
If user reward received then 14:
r ← g 15: Else 16:
Observe r 17:
End if 18:
e(s,a) ← 1 20:
For all s, a:
Until s is terminal Conceptually, the algorithm describes the bot choosing actions from its policy unless otherwise directed from the user. Q(s,a) refers to the policy, which is a lookup table that stores all state-action pairs that are available in the problem space. Each pair is associated with a value that determines what action should be performed when that state occurs. e(s,a) refers to the eligibility trace for a state-action pair, and is used to trace how recently this pair has been visited. Line 5 of the algorithm refers to the guidance object, g, which is the action last selected by the user. The algorithm intercepts the reward, hr, from the user in line 12. If no reward is received then the automated reward function with parameters defined by the user is given (line 16). The reward signals are represented by r = [-1, 1], and s' is the next perceived state. Line 18 calculates the temporal difference (TD) error which is used in line 21 to update the state-action pair based on standard Sarsa(λ) [11] . Line 22 updates the modifier that determines how much reward that state-action pair receives, based on the decay (γ) and trace (λ) parameters. The learning rate is represented by α = 0.1, reduced over time to 0.05. The decay factor was γ = 0.4, the eligibility trace was λ = 0.8, and the exploration rate was ε = 0.2. The terminal state (line 24) is the end game condition, which is set to 1000 learning iterations. Note the number of learning iterations is not game iterations or time based as we wanted to compare the bots after the same amount of RL training.
B. Software User Interface
The user interface (UI) was designed so that the user can move and look around the environment with a combination of keyboard and mouse controls. To look around the environment, the right mouse button is held down; the mouse scroll wheel is used to move up and down in the environment so the user can view the game from the ground level or at a bird's eye vantage point. The WASD keys are used to move the camera around the world similar to an FPS game. The current action of the bot is displayed on the screen above its head so it is always clear what behavior the bot is currently performing.
The interactive training tool's UI was designed to allow the user to easily access the actions needed to train a bot successfully. The UI displays all the actions the user can perform during the training phase. Figure 1 displays the left hand side of the UI which hosts the reward and penalty buttons. These buttons allow the user to give direct feedback on the bots current actions. The user's feedback is injected into the RL algorithm and overrides the normal reward function implementation as previously described in Table I . The first iteration of the UI used a slider control clamped between -1 and 1 similar to other work [9] . However, after also adding the guide actions it was found that the slider added unnecessary button clicks and mouse movement for the user, so two button controls were used instead.
Fig. 1. Reward/penalty UI
Fig. 2. Guide action UI
The middle panel in the UI displays the actions the user can perform to train the bot (see Figure 2) . The seven buttons are used to control the behavior of the trained bot. The user can direct the bot to perform a melee (melee) or ranged attack (ranged), to run away and flee the current situation (flee), to wander to a random position (wander), to dodge an incoming attack (dodge), or to collect the nearest health (collect health) or ammo item (collect ammo) visible to the bot.
Fig. 3. Automatic reward UI displaying default values
The rightmost panel of the UI displays the interface to the reward algorithm used to train the bot (see Figure 3) . The user is able to modify the reward or penalty given to the bot when they collect a health or ammo item, kill an enemy, run into a wall, accurately hit an enemy, or when they die. The update button needs to be pressed to send the values to the RL algorithm.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The test environment used for the experiments was a simple purpose built FPS game (see Figure 4) . The game test bed has the basic features of commercial FPS games such as walls, power up items, and bots. Bots are equipped with the capabilities to turn left, turn right, move forwards, move backwards, strafe left, strafe right, pick up items and shoot. All bots in the game have the exact same capabilities and parameters, i.e., turn speed (0.1), run speed (1.5m/s), sprint speed (2m/s), crouch speed (1m/s), ammo clip (50), weapon type (long ranged laser ray gun or short ranged energy burst), and hit points (50). The laser ray gun has a range of 10 m, does five hit points of damage and has a cool down timer of 0.8 seconds, while the energy burst gun has a range of 5 m, does ten damage, and has a cool down timer of 1.2 seconds. Both weapons use the same ammo type. Bots respawn seven seconds after being killed, and they spawn in the same location each time with full health. Items respawn after five seconds of being collected.
Fig. 4. Purpose built FPS game environment
The state sensors of the bot were designed to capture local information that the bot can use to sense the environment, similar to ones used in robotics. The input states are as follows:
• (2) The output states are the actions the bot can perform in the world as follows:
• Melee (0)
• Hide (6) Therefore the number of state action pairs in the policy table was 756.
Two bots were trained using the interactive training tool. The first trained bot (ITRL1) was trained to fight hard and pick up health and ammo items when available. The second trained bot (ITRL2) was trained to fight at long range and also collect items in sight; however, health items were favored over ammo items as these were rarer and more useful in most situations. Both bots were trained for 1000 iterations in a game environment with three hard coded state machine AI bots. The automatic reward system was used when no user reward or penalty was given, and the values of the automatic rewards can be seen in Figure 3 . After training, the ITRL bots played 50 games against the same enemy AI bots. The enemy AIs used state machines for their core logic. Two of the enemy bots only used ranged attacks and an item collection behavior and therefore was a medium leveled AI. The other enemy bot used a combination of ranged and melee attacks as well as item collection behaviors, therefore making it a harder leveled opponent.
The results from the training session and game replay sessions were recorded.
The results for the interactively trained bots were compared against a high level RL bot (HLRL) which used an identical state input and action RL setup. The HLRL bot used the same automatic reward values as the interactively trained bots, as seen in Figure 3 . Tables II and III display the guide actions selected by the user during the interactive training phase, and whether the action succeeded or failed. The combat actions, melee and ranged, were defined to succeed or fail if the enemy bot was killed or the trained bot died respectively. The wander action was defined to succeed if the target position was reached. Both item actions succeeded if the item was reached and failed if the item was not reached (i.e., another action interrupted it). Dodge was defined as successful if the bot was still alive after three zigzagging dodge attempts, and failed if the bot died during the action. The hide action succeeded if the hiding position was reached, and failed if the position was not reached. The ITRL1 bot was trained to range attack at the beginning of combat, then move into melee attack range. Table II shows six successes and four failures in the melee action and zero successes and two failures in the ranged action. Success and failures for combat actions were defined as kills and deaths, so the melee action proved to be more successful than the ranged in these criteria. Since the ranged action was only used initially in combat, it is expected that there were zero successes. The wander action in both training sessions succeeded one time and failed zero times. This result was expected as generally on the way to the target position an item or enemy would appear and a new action would be picked. Dodge was not usually utilized during combat as the time was spent on the combat actions. The number of guide actions for health and ammo items was high in the ITRL1 training, in accordance with the goal of collecting items when out of combat. The majority of item collection actions were successful. Health items had an 83% success rate, and ammo items had a 75% success rate. The ITRL2 bot was trained to be a long range fighter, and the results in Table III show 18 ranged actions being selected. Six of the ranged actions succeeded, while twelve failed due to the more even weighting with the two medium leveled trained bots. All three enemies have a ranged attack, with the hard leveled bot also having a melee attack, which is more powerful but with a slower fire interval time. Therefore the ITRL2 bot was on even footing with the two medium leveled bots, and the hard leveled bot had an advantage. Therefore, we see here that the ITRL2 bot has been trained to have a similar combat style to the medium leveled enemies. Table IV displays the frequency of reward and penalties selected during the training sessions for the ITRL bots. The reward value was 1.0 and the penalty was -1.0. Both the ITRL bots had a similar number of rewards and penalties pressed by the user, therefore the bots were similarly trained. The automatic reward values were not changed in these experiments to keep the results as consistent as possible. 
V. RESULTS
A. Training Session
B. Game Session
The following figures display the results collated from the 50 games played post training. The data shows the minimum, average and maximum values for all the runs. Figure 5 displays the minimum, average and maximum number of deaths for the ITRL1, ITRL2 and HLRL bots. On average the ITRL1 bot died less than half the number of times than the HLRL bot, indicating that the ITRL1 bot either learnt how to avoid combat or participate in combat better than the HLRL bot. The ITRL2 bot had a higher number of deaths than the ITRL1 bot and less than the HLRL bot. Observation of the replay showed that the ITRL1 bot engaged in combat by either ranged or melee attacking the enemy the majority of times it saw an enemy. The ITRL2 bot also engaged the enemy when they were in sight, however they mostly tried to stay at ranged, occasionally melee attacking. The greater number of deaths was due to the ranged attack being less powerful than the melee attack, even though the ranged attack fire interval time is faster than the melee, the melee proved to be a more powerful weapon overall. The HLRL bot's higher death scores can be attributed to it ignoring enemies in sight and continuing to its current destination. 
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Fig. 6. Average number of kills for all bots
The ITRL1 bot learnt a superior combat strategy to the ITRL2 and HLRL bots as can be seen by the large increase in number of kills (see Figure 6 ). The ITRL1 bot on average had 5.9 kills per game while the ITRL2 scored an average of 3.7 and the HLRL bot had the lowest average of 2.5 kills. The increase in kills, and lower deaths of both the ITRL1 and ITRL2 bots show the potential power of interactive training. In only 1000 iterations (approximately 10-15 minutes of training), the interactively trained bots were able to learn a good combat strategy, superior to the automatic HLRL bot. The high number of kills for the ITRL1 bot again show that the ranged/melee strategy of combat works better than the majority ranged attacking strategy. While this difference in combat strategies is more a reflection of the balancing of the ranged and melee attack combos, it does show that different types of combat bots can be trained. 
Health Items Collected
Fig. 7. Average health items collected for bots
The HLRL bot very quickly learnt the benefits of picking up health items. In most instances the HLRL bot saw an enemy in its vision cone, however it would continue to pick up the health or ammo item instead of engaging in a fight. The policy mapping of the HLRL bot shows that it learnt to collect health items in ten states, which is the same number that the ITRL1 bot learnt. Inspection of the two policies showed that the HLRL bot had health item actions in more states with enemies in sight or in range than the ITRL1 bot, which had three health actions in states where enemies were in melee or ranged attack distances. Consequently, the average number of health items collected by the HLRL bot (36.3) was greater than the ITRL1 (25.4) bots (see Figure 7) . The ITRL2 bot showed a similar number of average health items collected (25.95) to the ITRL1 bot; however inspection of the policy showed a slight decrease to eight in action mappings. Although the ITRL2 bot had less health item states, the number of items collected was similar to the ITRL1. This is because three of the states the ITRL1 bot learnt to collect items were when an enemy was in melee or ranged sight. During these states it is likely that the ITRL1 bot died before being able to collect the item.
An interesting observation can be seen from the ammo items collected data (see Figure 8) . On average the HLRL bot collected more ammo items (40.4) than health items (36.6). However, on average the ITRL1 bot collected more health items (25.4) than ammo items (23.6), similar to the ITRL2 bot who collected more health items (26) than ammo items (21.1). This increase in health items over ammo items of the ITRL1 bot proves that the ITRL1 training worked as the second training goal was to favor health items due to their rarity in the map. This difference indicates the ability of interactive training to create different types of bots in an item collection strategy. The average number of ammo items collected by the HLRL bot was a great deal higher than the ITRL bots. The policy mapping of state-action pairs shows that the increase in items collected is due to the greater number of ammo item actions mapped by the HLRL bot (eight times), while the ITRL1 bot only mapped ammo collection two times, and the ITRL2 bot mapped them five times. Although the ITRL2 bot mapped more ammo item actions than the ITRL1 bot, the average number of ammo items collected does not reflect this increase. The policy mapping shows us that two of the states the ITRL2 bot learnt to collect ammo in was when the enemy was in ranged distance and ammo was also visible. The ITRL1 bot learnt to melee attack in both these states. The lesser number of items collected by the ITRL2 bot is most likely from it trying to collect ammo when an enemy was in the process of killing it. This situation shows the training of collecting ammo did work, however there is no guarantee that this is the ideal strategy, and in many cases for enemy AI we do not want the best acting bot, but a bot that is the most sensible. In the case of ammo collection, the bot was low in ammo so went to a nearby ammo item, which is an intelligible action.
Ammo Items Collected
VI. DISCUSSION
One of the stated advantages of using interactive training was to give the designers direct feedback on how the bot will perform in the game against other AIs. This real time feedback saves on the normal iteration time of tuning the parameters, then starting up the game and seeing the effect. Also, since the designers can see the effects on the bot during training, this stops the algorithm learning behaviors that the trainer doesn't want it to learn. Using high level actions to train the bot, which can be triggered through the UI, made training the bots a simple task for the user. Further investigation of the ease of training will be explored in future work. The results from the experiment presented here showed us that using interactive training stopped the HLRL algorithm learning what it would normally learn; this was seen through the lack of combat of the HLRL bot, whereas both the interactively trained bots had good combat strategies and good item collection strategies.
Interactive training also reduces the time needed tuning parameters involved with setting up the transition between behaviors or actions for different types of bots. With previous experiments using RL for learning FPS behaviors [3] a lot of time was spent running experiments with a combination of RL parameters and reward values to find the best bot for the particular policy setup. The experimental time is reduced with interactive training as the policy can be directed on the fly, meaning the best RL parameter setup is no longer necessary. The interactive training tool allows designers to create their own bot types with little support from the engineering department. This paper has shown that different types of bots can be trained with a short training session of 1000 iterations. The ITRL1 bot was successfully trained to be a ranged and melee combat bot, whereas the ITRL2 bot was successfully trained to be a ranged attacker. While this example is still simplistic, it proves that different types of bots can be trained using the interactive training tool. With a more complex behavior set, even more types of bots can be created, for example a sniper bot that stays at range and shoots then hides during combat.
VII. CONCLUSION
This paper has performed a preliminary experiment into using interactive training for FPS bots. The experimental results showed that interactive training can be successfully used to create FPS bots with different behavior styles in a simple game environment. While the work here has shown a lot of potential for future applications in games, the next step is to test the interactive training tool on industry game designers to gauge the usability and effectiveness of the tool and to test the bots they create against each other.
